
Flesh and bones in an Acts commentary

Willie James Jennings writes about tangible
things—bodies, incarceration, healing—with
graceful language that’s hard to pin down.
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“The visions that God gives are less about what we can capture in sight and sound
and more about being captured, being drawn into the guiding hand of the Holy
Spirit,” Willie James Jennings writes. He’s describing the revelation Ananias receives
from God in Acts 9, but he might as well be describing his own book.

This commentary, which is the most recent addition to Westminster John Knox’s
Belief: A Theological Commentary on the Bible series, is difficult to summarize. It
addresses specific questions about bodies and relationships: what it means to live
faithfully in the tension between diaspora and empire, how we negotiate the “social,
economic, cultural, religious, gendered, and geographic” isolations in which we find
ourselves, the way God’s desire for us draws us more deeply into life with one
another. Jennings follows the author of Luke-Acts in emphasizing that the early
church was made up of bodies—including bodies that were imprisoned, diseased,
and otherwise marginalized. But he tends to write about these flesh-and-bones early
Christian bodies in a lofty, ephemeral way. In other words, he writes like a
theologian or a preacher. That’s the beauty—and occasionally the frustration—of this
commentary, which reads differently from any other Acts commentary I’ve seen.

Commenting on the Ethiopian eunuch’s encounter with Philip in Acts 8, Jennings
paraphrases the eunuch’s question in verse 34 as “Who is this person in pain and
suffering, humiliation and shame?” He then explains: “The eunuch asked the right
question, one that is like a prayer that God will answer. Now the body of God will be
seen where no one would have imagined or dared to look, at the place of humiliation
and pain and on a eunuch’s chariot.” Jennings warns against reading the Ethiopian
as merely an instrument of evangelization or a symbol of mission. “God has come
for the eunuch precisely in his difference and exactly in the complexities of his life.
He matters, not because he is close to worldly power and thus a more appealing
pawn. He simply matters, and he is being brought close. He will no longer be far
from home.” Celebrating the eunuch’s baptism, Jennings writes with joy: “Faith
found the water. Faith will always find the water. . . . The eunuch wants God as much



as God wants him. They will wait no longer for each other. . . . God has broken the
connection between identity and destiny, between definition and determination, and
inserted a new trajectory.”

Jennings then expands the discussion to address current questions related to
evangelization across social barriers. How do we talk about God’s love for us through
Christ with people who have different faith commitments? People who have suffered
from Christianity’s historically deep embeddedness in colonialism? People who have
been hurt or ostracized by the church for various reasons? Here he laments that the
church has “an underdeveloped practice of embrace [and] ability to celebrate
difference,” citing specifically “those whose sexual orientation moves beyond
heterosexuality.” While I quibble with Jennings’s choice of language here (which
implies that heterosexuality is the norm from which some people drift away), I
appreciate his specificity.

A few sentences later, Jennings returns to the more abstract homiletical style that
characterizes much of the book, calling for “extravagant appreciation of our
creatureliness woven in difference and destined for communion with the divine life.”
He continues:

Only an ecclesial practice of difference can . . . make intelligible and
redemptive any reflection on and process of change that would draw us
ever deeper into God’s love and God’s power. The witness of the gospel,
enabled by the Spirit, exposes us to the triune God’s feverish desire for the
creature and all of creation. It is a desire that cannot be abated, will never
relent, because it is a consuming fire.

I love these words, and I’m fairly certain that I agree with them 100%. But what they
would look like in practice—or how I might even begin to preach about
them—escapes me.

That there is a Spirit behind Jenning’s words is clear. But just as this Spirit refuses to
be pinned down or harnessed, so does much of the theological work that Jennings
does in this commentary. Both are less about what can be captured in sight and
sound, and more about being drawn up into “God’s own fantasy of desire for people,
of joining and life together and of shared stories bound to a new destiny in God.”


